
Register At www.nourishsantacruz.com and 
Select Workshops, OR Send Registration to 
NOURISH, 130 Walnut Ave. , Santa Cruz , 
CA 95060 OR Contact NOURISH at 
(831)429-9355 or info@nourishsantacruz.com.

A gifted physical therapist for thirty-seven years and author of  Walk Yourself Well (Hyperion1998), 
Sherry Brourman teaches yoga, yoga teacher trainings, yoga therapy certification programs and physical 
therapy seminars internationally. As a physical therapist, understanding injury, pain and structural rehabili-
tation further enriched her depth of the ‘language’ of movement. This along with a decade of study on 
this subject; using yoga therapeutically, has become a healing methodology, combining the physical, 
emotional and spiritual aspects of the body. She has recently created a yoga therapy clinic, designed to 
be the link, between what at one time seemed her polar opposite fields: physical and yoga therapy, 
and have now become one. Sherry also has two mentorship programs currently underway: a Gait Therapy 
Practitioner Training and a Yoga Therapy Mentorship Program. NOURISH is honored to have this distin-
guished teacher share her knowledge and expertise on this extremely important topic for yoga teachers. 
Learn more about Sherry and her work at http://www.sherrybrourman.com

Yoga Therapeutics For The Back

How do you help determine whether to practice or rest?
Which postures are culprits and which are perfect healers?
When and why are backbends, forward bends and twists appropriate for which 
types of back pain?
How can you help instill confidence in movement when students are frozen or 
held in fear and how do you detect this?
How do you teach students to read their own bodies earlier in the process and 
address each 'flavor' with just the right healing movement?
What sequence choices are best to reflect various back issues?
What movements and habits might be ‘unwittingly’ contributing to back pain?

When yoga students have back pain:

Sherry Brourman PT, ERYT 500

Continuing Education Workshop For Yoga Instructors

With Sherry Brourman PT, ERYT 500
Friday, September 24, 2010

6:30-9:30 p.m.
At NOURISH, 130 Walnut Ave. , Santa Cruz

Registration $75


